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Abstract. The Bonferroni Mean (BM) enjoys the advantage of capturing the in-
terrelationship among the input arguments, and the harmonic mean is a conservative
average lying between the max and min operators. The 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic
variables add a subjective evaluation of the reliability of the evaluation results given by
decision-makers; therefore, they can express fuzzy information better. In this paper,
in order to combine their advantages, the 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Weighted
Bonferroni Mean (2DULWBM) operator is �rst proposed. However, it cannot consider
the case when the given arguments are too high or too low. Therefore, we further
propose the 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic
Mean (2DULIWBHM) operator, which combines the 2DULWBM with Harmonic Mean.
Furthermore, some desirable properties and their special cases are studied. Further, a new
method is developed to deal with some Multi-Attribute Group Decision Making (MAGDM)
problems under 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic environment based on the proposed
operators. Finally, an illustrative example is given to testify the validity of the developed
method by comparing it with the other existing methods.
© 2019 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) prob-
lems are common in real decision-making. Due to the
multiple-attribute decision-making methods proposed
by Churchman et al. [1], the classical (i.e., deterministic
environment) MADM theory and methods have be
developed. However, the attribute values of decision-
making problems are not always expressed by crisp
numbers because of the fuzziness, and some of them are
more suitable for expressing by fuzzy information [2-
6], such as fuzzy numbers, linguistic variable [7],
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intuitionistic fuzzy numbers [8], etc. Particularly, for
some qualitative information, we can easily conduct
the subjective evaluation by linguistic information. For
example, regarding some evaluation problems, such as
site-choosing project and vehicle performance, their
values can be easily expressed by linguistic terms, such
as \very bad," \bad," \general," \good," and \very
good". Zadeh [9-11] presented the concept of the
linguistic variable �rstly, which laid the foundation for
the linguistic multiple-attribute decision-making meth-
ods; then, it was extended to many di�erent types of
fuzzy information, such as uncertain linguistic variables
[12-16], 2-dimensional linguistic information [17], etc.
Zhu et al. [18] proposed the 2-dimensional linguistic
evaluation information to process the linguistic fuzzy
decision problems, meaning that decision-makers use
both Class I and Class II linguistic information to
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describe their judgment on an object. For example,
if a vehicle performance is to be evaluated, Class
I linguistic variable is used to perform personal as-
sessment, and Class II linguistic variable is used to
evaluate the reliability of assessment results. That is to
say, decision-makers can use a 2-dimensional linguistic
variable to describe their evaluation of an object. The
�rst variable is used to describe the evaluation result
of an attribute given by a decision-maker; the other is
used to describe the subjective evaluation of decision-
makers on the reliability of their given results. Liu
and Zhang [19] further extended 2-dimensional linguis-
tic information to 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic
Information (2DULI) and developed a method to deal
with the Multiple Attribute Group Decision Making
(MAGDM) problems in which the attribute weight is
unknown and attribute values take the form of 2DULI.
Then, Liu and Yu [20] extended Power Average (PA) to
2DULI and proposed a 2-dimensional uncertain linguis-
tic power generalized weighted aggregation operator,
which could detect the e�ects of unreasonable data
from biased decision-makers. Obviously, 2-Dimensional
Uncertain Linguistic Variable (2DULV) can more ac-
curately reect the evaluation of decision-makers on
objects.

The aggregation operators [21-29] have become an
important research topic for MADM problems, because
they have more advantages than some traditional
approaches such as TOPSIS [30], VIKOR [31], ELEC-
TRE [32], TODIM [33], MULTIMOORA [34], and so
on. In general, the basic function of the aggregation
operators [8,35] is that they can aggregate a set of
real values into one. Zhang et al. [36] proposed some
power aggregation operators for Intuitionistic Fuzzy
Numbers (IFNs), which can consider the inuences of
unreasonable attribute values based on power weights.
Wang et al. [37] proposed some dependent aggregation
operators for IFNs, which can eliminate the inuences
of unreasonable data by dependent weights. Meng et
al. [38] proposed the Choquet aggregation operator for
IFNs, considering the interaction among aggregating
parameters. However, neither of them can consider the
relationship between any two attributes. Bonferroni
introduced the Bonferroni Mean (BM) operator [39],
which can capture the correlations between the input
arguments. Further, Wei et al. [40] extended the
BM to the uncertain linguistic variables and proposed
an Uncertain Linguistic Bonferroni Mean (ULBM)
operator. Liu et al. [41] proposed some intuitionistic
fuzzy Dombi Bonferroni mean operators. Ding and
Wu [42] proposed some interval-valued hesitant fuzzy
Bonferroni mean operators. However, BM cannot
consider the case when the given arguments have a
great di�erence; therefore, Sun and Sun [43] combined
BM with harmonic operator and proposed Bonferroni
Harmonic Mean (BHM), which can be more than

adequate to solve the MADM or MAGDM problems
by considering the interrelationships and harmonicity.

To sum up the above discussion, the 2-
Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Variable (2DULV)
can describe qualitative information better, and the
BHM operator can consider the interrelationships and
harmonicity; therefore, it is meaningful to extend the
BHM to the 2DULV. The aim of this paper is to
combine the 2DULVs with the BHM operator and to
develop the Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic
Mean (IWBHM) operator to overcome the weaknesses
of the existing operators. Thanks to the advantages
of the newly proposed operator, it can capture the
interrelationship among the input arguments that have
the exibility by Bonferroni mean parameters , and it
can also consider the case when the given arguments
have a great di�erence.

The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, the concept and basic oper-
ations of 2DULVs, the Bonferroni Mean (BM) op-
erator, 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Improved
Weighted Bonferroni Mean (2DULIWBM) operator,
and Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic Mean
(IWBHM) operators are briey reviewed. In Sec-
tion 3, the 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Im-
proved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic Mean (2DULI-
WBHM) operator on the basis of the 2DULVs rules
is proposed. In Section 4, a decision-making method
based on the proposed operators for the MADM prob-
lems is proposed in which attribute values take the form
of 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic information. In
Section 5, an example is used to illustrate the e�ective-
ness of the proposed new method, which is compared
with the existing other methods. The conclusions are
discussed in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, some basic concepts including the con-
cept of uncertain linguistic variables, 2DULVs, BM op-
erator, 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Weighted
Bonferroni Mean (2DULWBM) operator, the 2-
Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Improved Weighted
Bonferroni Mean (2DULIWBM) operator, and Im-
proved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic Mean (IWBM)
operator are introduced.

2.1. The uncertain linguistic variables
Suppose that linguistic assessment set [S = (s� j� =
0; 1; : : : ; t � 1) is a �nite and totally ordered discrete
terms set, S� represents the linguistic variable, and t
is the odd number. In practice, t is set to 5, 7, 9, etc.
For instance, when t = 5, it is represented as follows:
S = (S1; S2; S3; S4) = (very bad, bad, fair, good, very
good).

In order to overcome the loss of information
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during the operational process, discrete linguistic set
S = (s� j� = 0; 1; : : : ; t� 1) is extended to a continuous
linguistic set ~S = (s� j� 2 R) by Xu [44], where � is the
large enough number, and if s� 2 S, then s� is called an
original linguistic term, or else s� is called an extended
linguistic term.

De�nition 1 [12]. Suppose that ~s = [sa; sb], sa; sb 2
~S, and 0 � a � b; Sa and Sb are the lower and
upper limits of ~s, respectively, and then ~s is called an
uncertain linguistic variable.

De�nition 2 [12,44]. Let ~S be a set of all uncertain
linguistic variables, and ~s1 = [sa1 ; sb1 ], ~s2 = [sa2 ; sb2 ]
be any two uncertain linguistic variables and � � 0;
the operation rules are de�ned as follows:

~s1 � ~s2 =[sa1 ; sb1 ]� [sa2 ; sb2 ] = [sa1+a2 ; sb1+b2 ] ; (1)

~s1 
 ~s2 =[sa1 ; sb1 ]
 [sa2 ; sb2 ] = [sa1�a2 ; sb1�b2 ] ; (2)

�~s1 = � [sa1 ; sb1 ] = [s�a1 ; s�b1 ] ; (3)

(~s1)� = [s(a1)� ; s(b1)� ]: (4)

However, the uncertain linguistic variable is just
used to describe linguistic evaluation result of an
attribute given by a decision-maker. It cannot describe
the subjective evaluation of decision-makers on the
reliability of their given results. To solve this problem,
the 2DULV was proposed by Liu and Zhang [19].

2.2. The 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic
Variable (2DULV)

De�nition 3 [20]. Let ŝ1 = ([ _sa; _sb] [�sc; �sd]), where
[ _sa; _sb] is Class I uncertain linguistic variable, which
represents decision-maker's judgment on an evaluated
object, _sa and _sb, are the elements from prede�ned
linguistic evaluation set SI = ( _s0; _s1; : : : ; _st�1), while
[�sc; �sd] is Class II uncertain linguistic variable which
represents the reliability of the subjective evaluation
of their given results, �sc and �sd, are the elements
from the prede�ned linguistic evaluation set SII =
( _s0; _s1; : : : ; _sL�1); then, ŝ is called the 2-dimensional
uncertain linguistic variable.

In order to reduce the loss of linguistic informa-
tion as well as linguistic variable, the discrete linguistic
assessment sets of 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic
information are extended to continuous linguistic as-
sessment sets, such that _sa; _sb 2 ~SI = ( _s� j� 2 [0; l])
and �sc; �sd 2 ~SII = f�s� j� 2 [0; l0]g, where l and l0 are
the two su�ciently large numbers. At the same time,
Ŝ is expressed as the set of all 2-dimensional uncertain
linguistic variables.

2.3. The operational rules and characteristics
of 2DULVs

De�nition 4 [20]. Let ŝ1 = ([ _sa1 ; _sb1 ] [�sc1 ; �sd1 ]) and

ŝ2 = ([ _sa2 ; _sb2 ] [�sc2 ; �sd2 ]) be any two 2DULVs and � �
0. Then, the operational rules of 2DULVs are de�ned
as follows:

ŝ1 � ŝ2 =
�
[ _sa1+a2 ; _sb1+b2]

�
�smin(c1;c2); �smin(d1;d2)

��
; (5)

ŝ1 
 ŝ2 =
�
[ _sa1�a2 ; _sb1�b2 ]

�
�smin(c1;c2); �smin(d1;d2)

��
; (6)

�ŝ1 = ([ _s��a1 ; _s��b1 ] [�sc1 ; �sd1 ])� � 0; (7)

(ŝ1)� =
�h

_s(a1)� ; _s(b1)�
i

[�sc1 ; �sd1 ]
�
: (8)

When � < 0, the operational rule (4) is de�ned as
follows:

(ŝ1)� =
�h

_s(b1)� ; _s(a1)�
i

[�sc1 ; �sd1 ]
�
: (9)

Theorem 1 [20]. Let ŝ1 = ([ _sa1 ; _sb1 ] [�sc1 ; �sd1 ]), ŝ2 =
([ _sa2 ; _sb2 ] [�sc2 ; �sd2 ]), and ŝ3 = ([ _sa3 ; _sb3 ] [�sc3 ; �sd3 ]) be
three 2DULVs, and �; �1; and �2 � 0. Then:

ŝ1 � ŝ2 = ŝ2 � ŝ1; (10)

ŝ1 
 ŝ2 = ŝ2 
 ŝ1; (11)

ŝ1 � ŝ2 � ŝ3 = ŝ1 � (ŝ2 � ŝ3) ; (12)

ŝ1 
 ŝ2 
 ŝ3 = ŝ1 
 (ŝ2 
 ŝ3) ; (13)

ŝ1 
 (ŝ2 � ŝ3) = (ŝ1 
 ŝ2)� (ŝ1 
 ŝ3) ; (14)

� (ŝ1 � ŝ2) = (�ŝ1)� (�ŝ2) ; (15)

(�1 + �2) ŝ1 = (�1ŝ1)� (�2ŝ1) : (16)

De�nition 5 [20]. Let ŝ1 = ([ _sa1 ; _sb1 ] [�sc1 ; �sd1 ]) be a
2DULV. Then, the expected value E(ŝ1) of ŝ1 is de�ned
as follows:

E (ŝ1) =
a1 + b1

2� (t� 1)
� c1 + d1

2� (L� 1)
; (17)

where t and L can be de�ned in De�nition 3.
Let ŝ1 = ([ _sa1 ; _sb1 ] [�sc1 ; �sd1 ]) and ŝ2 = ([ _sa2 ; _sb2 ]

[�sc2 ; �sd2 ]) be any two 2DULVs. If E (ŝ1) � E (ŝ2), then
ŝ1 � ŝ2, or vice versa.

Example 1. If t = 7; L = 5, and ŝ1 = ([ _s4; _s5] [�s2;
�s3]), ŝ2 = ([ _s3; _s4] [�s1; �s2]), then:

E (ŝ1) =
4+5
2� 6

� 2+3
2� 4

=
15
32
;

E (ŝ2) =
3 + 4
2� 6

� 1+2
2� 4

=
7
32
:

Therefore, we have ŝ1 > ŝ2.
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2.4. BM and 2DULIWBM operators
De�nition 6 [39]. Let p; q � 0 and ~ai (i = 1; 2; � � � ;
n) be a collection of non-negative numbers. If:

BMp;q(~a1; ~a2; � � � ; ~an) =

0B@ 1
n(n� 1)

nX
i;j=1
i 6=j

~api ~a
q
j

1CA
1
p+q

;
(18)

then BMp;q is called the Bonferroni Mean (BM).
Obviously, the BM has the following properties:

1. Property 1 (Idempotency): BMp;q(~a; ~a; � � � ; ~a) = ~a.
2. Property 2 (Monotonicity): if ~ai � ~bi (i = 1; 2;

:::; n) then BMp;q(~a1; ~a2; � � � ; ~an) � BMp;q(~b1;~b2;� � � ;~bn).
3. Property 3 (Boundedness): min

i
f~aig � BMp;q(~a1;

~a2; � � � ; ~an) � max
i
f~aig.

The Bonferroni Mean (BM) operator can consider
the interrelationships between the aggregated param-
eters. To consider the advantages of 2DULV and
BM, the 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Weighted
Bonferroni Mean (2DULWBM) is proposed.

De�nition 7. Let p; q � 0, and:

ŝi = ([ _sai ; _sbi ] [�sci ; �sdi ]) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n)

be a collection of 2DULVs with the weight vector:

w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T

such that wi � 0 (i = 1; 2; � � � ; n) and
Pn
i=1 wi = 1.

Then, the 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic weighted
Bonferroni mean operator can be de�ned as follows:

2DULWBMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=

 
n�

i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(nwiŝpi )
 �nwj ŝqj��! 1

p+q

: (19)

It is obvious that Eq. (19) does not have the idem-
potency; thus, the improved 2-Dimensional Uncertain
Linguistic Weighted Bonferroni Mean (2DULIWBM)
operator is proposed as follows:

2DULIWBMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=
10@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

 
n�

i;j=1
i6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj��! 1

p+q

:
(20)

Based on the operational laws of the 2DULVs, the
results are derived, as shown in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Let p; q � 0, and:

ŝi = ([ _sai ; _sbi ] [�sci ; �sdi ]) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) ;

be a collection of 2DULVs with the weight vector
w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T such that wi � 0 (i =

1; 2; � � � ; n) and
nP
i=1

wi = 1; then, the result aggregated

from Eq. (20) is still an 2DULV, and is calculated by
Eq. (21) as shown in Box I.

Proof. On the basis of De�nition 4, the aggregated
value is also a 2DULV. Therefore, we can prove Eq. (21)
by using a mathematical induction on n.

Firstly, we need to prove Eq. (22) shown in Box II.
According to the operations of 2DULVs de�ned in

Eqs. (6)-(8), we have:

wiŝpi = ([ _swiaip ; _swibip ] [�sci ; �sdi ]) ;

wj ŝqj =
��

_swjajq ; _swjbjq
� �

�scj ; �sdj
��
; (23)

2DULIWBMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (21)

Box I
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n�
i;j=1
i6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj�� =

0BBB@
26664s0B@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CA; s0B@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CA

37775 ; ��smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)
�1CCCA : (22)

Box II

(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj�
=
��

_s(wiaip)(wjajq); _s(wibip)(wjbjq)
�

�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
: (24)

When n = 2, by Eqs. (5) and (24), we can obtain:

2�
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
�wj ŝqj��=(w1ŝp1)
(w2ŝq2)

+(w2ŝp2)
(w1ŝq1)

=
��
s((w1a1p)(w2a2q)+(w2ap2)(w1aq1));

s((w1b1p)(w2b2q)+(w2bp2)(w1bq1))

�
;

�
�smin(c1;c2); �smin(d1;d2)

��
;

that is, when n = 2, Eq. (22) is right.
If Eq. (22) holds for n = K, then we have Eq. (25)

shown in Box III.
When n = K + 1, we have:

K+1�
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj�� =

K�
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiŝpi )


 �wj ŝqj��+
K�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )


�wK+1ŝqK+1
��

+
K�
j=1

��
wK+1ŝpK+1

�
�wj ŝqj��: (26)

Firstly, we prove Eq. (27) shown in Box IV. The
mathematical induction on K is used as follows.
(a) When K = 2, we get:

(wiŝpi )
 (w3ŝq3)

=
��
s((wiaip)(w3a3q)); s((wibip)(w3b3q))

�
;

�
�smin(ci;c3); �smin(di;d3)

�� 2�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )


 �wK+1ŝqK+1
��

= (w1ŝp1)
 (w3ŝq3)

+ (w2ŝp2)
 (w3ŝq3)

=
��
s((w1a1p)(w3a3q)+(w2ap2)(w3aq3));

K�
i;j=1
i6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj�� =

0BBB@
26664s0B@ KP

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CA; s0B@ KP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CA

37775 ; ��smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)
�1CCCA : (25)

Box III

K�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )
�wK+1ŝqK+1

��
=

0@24s� KP
i=1

(wiaip)(wK+1aK+1q)
�;s� KP

i=1
(wibip)(wK+1bK+1

q)
�
35��smin(ci;cK+1); �smin(di;dK+1)

�1A :
(27)

Box IV
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T+1�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wT+2ŝqT+2

��
=

T�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wT+2ŝqT+2

��
+
�
wT+1ŝpT+1

�
 �wT+2ŝqT+2
�

=

0B@264s T+1P
i=1

(wiaip)(wT+2aT+2q)

!; s T+1P
i=1

(wibip)(wT+2bT+2
q)

!
375 ��smin(ci;cT+2); �smin(di;dT+2)

�1CA :

Box V

K�
j=1

��
wK+1ŝpK+1

�
 �wj ŝqj��
=

0B@264s KP
j=1

(wK+1aK+1p)(wjajq)

!; s KP
j=1

(wK+1bK+1
p)(wjbjq)

!
375 ��smin(cK+1;cj); �smin(dK+1;dj)

�1CA : (28)

Box VI

s((w1b1p)(w3b3q)+(w2bp2)(w3bq3))

�
;

�
�smin(ci;c3); �smin(di;d3)

��
:

In other words, when n = 2, Eq. (27) is right.

(b) If Eq. (27) holds for K = T , then:

T�
i=1

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wT+1ŝqT+1

��
=
��
s� TP

i=1
(wiaip)(wT+1aT+1q)

�;s� TP
i=1

(wibip)(wT+1bT+1
q)
��

�
�smin(ci;cT+1); �smin(di;dT+1)

��
:

When K = T+1, we have the relation shown in Box V.
In other words, for K = T + 1, Eq. (27) is also right.
Similarly, we can obtain Eq. (28) as shown in Box
VI.

Based on Eqs. (25), (27), and (28), we can obtain
Eq. (26) as shown in Box VII. Therefore, when n =
K + 1, Eq. (22) is also right, and it is right for all n.

Now, it is easy to prove that Eq. (21) is right. By
Eq. (22), we obtain the relation shown in Box VIII.
Hence, for all n, Eq. (21) is true.

Obviously, Eq. (21) has also the properties similar
to those of the BMp;q: idempotency, monotonicity,
commutativity, and boundedness.

Example 2. Let ŝ1 = ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s3; �s3]), ŝ2 = ([ _s3; _s4];
[�s2; �s3]), and ŝ3 = ([ _s7; _s9]; [�s2; �s2]) be three 2DULVs
(suppose that Class I linguistic set is SI = ( _s0; _s1; : : : ;
_s9) and Class II linguistic set is SII = ( _s0; _s1; _s2;
_s3; _s4)), and w = (0:4; 0:25; 0:35)T be the weight vector
of ŝi (i = 1; 2; 3). Then, the operator 2DULIWBM can
be used to aggregate three 2DULVs as follows.

The comprehensive value ŝ = ([ _sa; _sb] [�sc; �sd]) can
be calculated by Eq. (21) (without loss of generality,
we suppose that p = q = 1), and we obtain the relation
shown in Box IX.

K+1�
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj�� =

0BBB@
26664s0B@ K+1P

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CA; s0B@ K+1P
i;j=1
i6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CA

37775 ; ��smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)
�1CCCA :

Box VII
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2DULIWBMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn) =
10@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

 
n�

i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiŝpi )
 �wj ŝqj��! 1

p+q

=
10@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

0BBBB@
266664s0B@ nP

i;j=1
i6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CA 1
p+q

; s0B@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CA 1
p+q

377775 ; ��smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�1CCCCA

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiaip)(wjajq))

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibip)(wjbjq))

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Box VIII

2DULIWBM1;1(ŝ1; ŝ2; ŝ3)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s0BBB@ 3P

i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiai)(wjaj))

1CCCA
1

1+1

0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1

1+1

; _s0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i6=j

((wibi)(wjbj))

1CCCA
1

1+1

0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1

1+1

3777777777777775
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

= ([ _s3:664; _s4:982] [�s2; �s2]) :

Box IX

However, BM operator cannot relieve the e�ects
when the given arguments are too high or too low.
Then, Sun and Sun [43] proposed Weighted Bonferroni
Harmonic Mean (WBHM) operator to solve this
problem.

2.5. Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic
Mean (IWBHM) operator

The Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic Mean (WBHM)
operator was proposed by Sun and Sun [43], and it is

combined by Bonferroni Mean (BM) [39] and Harmonic
Mean (HM) [45], which is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 8 [43]. Let p; q � 0 and ~ai(i =
1; 2; � � � ; n) be a collection of nonnegative numbers with
the weight vector w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T such that

wi � 0 (i = 1; 2; � � � ; n) and
nP
i=1

wi = 1: The WBHM is

de�ned as follows:
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WBHMp;q(~a1; ~a2; � � � ; ~an) =
10@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

wiwj
~api ~aqj

1A 1
p+q

: (29)

It is obvious that Eq. (29) does not have idem-
potency; thus, the Improved Weighted Bonferroni
Harmonic Mean (IWBHM) operator is proposed as
follows.

De�nition 9. Let p; q � 0, and ~ai(i = 1; 2; � � � ; n)
be a collection of nonnegative numbers with the weight
vector, w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T , such that wi � 0 (i =

1; 2; � � � ; n) and
nP
i=1

wi = 1: The IWBHM operator is

de�ned as follows:

IWBHMp;q(~a1; ~a2; � � � ; ~an)

=

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
wi
~api

��
wj
~aqj

�1A 1
p+q

: (30)

3. 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic
Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic
Mean (2DULIWBHM) operator

In this section, based on the operational rules of
2DULV and the improved weighted Bonferroni har-
monic mean, the 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguis-
tic Improved Weighted Bonferroni Harmonic Mean
(2DULIWBHM) operator is proposed; then, some
particular cases and properties will be investigated.

De�nition 10. Let ŝi = ([ _sai ; _sbi ] [�sci ; �sdi ]) (i =
1; 2; : : : ; n) be a collection of 2DULVs with weight

vector w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T such that wi � 0 (i =
1; 2; � � � ; n) and

Pn
i=1 !i = 1; then, the 2-dimensional

uncertain linguistic improved weighted Bonferroni har-
monic mean operator is de�ned as follows:

2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=

0B@ nX
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CA
1
p+q

0BBB@ 1
n�

i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
ŝpi

�
 �wjŝqj ��
1CCCA

1
p+q

: (31)

Based on the operational laws of the 2DULVs,
the aggregated result from De�nition 10 is derived, as
shown in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. Let p; q � 0, and ŝi = ([ _sai ; _sbi ] [�sci ;
�sdi ]) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) be a collection of 2DULVs with
the weight vector w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T such that
wi � 0 (i = 1; 2; � � � ; n); then, the result aggregated
from Eq. (31) is still an 2DULV, and Eq. (32) shown
in Box X is obtained.

Proof. Firstly, we can calculate ŝpi and ŝqj and obtain:

ŝpi = ([ _saip ; _sbip ] [�sci ; �sdi ]) ;

ŝqj =
��

_sajq ; _sbjq
� �

�scj ; �sdj
��
;

and they are also 2DULVs. Then, we obtain:
wi
ŝpi

=
�h

_s wi
bip
; _s wi

aip

i
[�sci ; �sdi ]

�
;

wj
ŝqj

=
��

_s wj
bjq
; _s wj

ajq

� �
�scj ; �sdj

��
;

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ŝn)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (32)

Box X
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and:�
wi
ŝpi

�


 
wj
ŝqj

!
=
��

_s� wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

�; _s� wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

��
:

Then, we obtain the relation shown in Box XI.
Therefore, we have the relation shown in Box XII.
So, Theorem 3 is proved.

Example 3. If we solve Example 2 according to
Theorem 3, then we obtain the relation shown in Box
XIII.

Obviously, the result is smaller than Example 2,
because our method can eliminate the e�ect when
the given data are too high or too low. In this
example, Class I uncertain linguistic variable of ŝ3 is
[ _s7; _s9], which is extremely bigger than the other two.
The 2DULIWBM operator cannot consider this case;
however, the proposed operator in this paper can tackle
this shortcoming.

It is easy to prove that the 2DULIWBHM opera-
tor has the following properties.

Theorem 4 (Idempotency). If ŝj = (
�

_saj ; _sbj
��

�scj ; �sdj
�
) j = 1; 2 : : : ; n all are equal, i.e., ŝj=ŝ =

([ _sa; _sb] [�sc; �sd]) for all j, then:
2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ; ŝ; ::::; ŝ) = ŝ: (33)

Proof. The relation shown in Box XIV completes the
proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 5 (commutativity). If (ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n) is
any permutation of (ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn), then:

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n)

= 2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn): (34)

Proof. Based on Eq. (32), we have the relation shown
in Box XV. Since (ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n) is any permutation of
(ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn), then we can get:

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n)

= 2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn):

Theorem 6 (monotonicity). Let:

ŝ� =
��

_sa� ; _sb�
�
;
�
�sc� ; �sd�

��
and:

0BBB@ 1
n�

i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
ŝpi

�
 �wjŝqj ��
1CCCA

1
p+q

=

0BBBBB@
2666664 _s 10BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajp

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 10BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777775 ��smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)
�
1CCCCCA :

Box XI

0B@ nX
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CA
1
p+q

0BBB@ 1
n�

i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
ŝpi

�
 �wjŝqj ��
1CCCA

1
p+q

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Box XII
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2DULIWBHM1;1 (ŝ1; ŝ2; ŝ3) =

0B@ 3X
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CA
1
2

0BBB@ 1
3�

i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
ŝ1i

�
 �wjŝ1j ��
1CCCA

1
2

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ 3P

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
2

0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
2

; _s 0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
2

0BBB@ 3P
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
2

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

=([ _s3:259] [ _s4:531] [�s2; �s2]) :

Box XIII

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ; ŝ; ::::; ŝ)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiap )(wjaq ))
1CCCA

1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wibp )(wjbq ))
1CCCA

1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(c;c); �smin(d;d)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

1
a

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

1
b

3777777777777775
; [�sc; �sd]

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
= ([ _sa; _sb] ; [�sc; �sd]) :

Box XIV

ŝ0� =
��

_sa0� ; _sb0�
�
;
�
�sc0� ; �sd0�

��
(� = 1; 2; : : : ; n)

be any two collections of 2DULVs. If a� � a0�, b� � b0�,
c� � c0�, and d� � d0� for all �, then:

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn)

� 2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n): (35)

Proof. Since a� � a0�, b� � b0�, c� � c0�, d� � d0�, and
p; q > 0, then based on Eq. (32), we have the relation
shown in Box XVI.

Since a� � a0�, we get:0B@ nX
i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
aip

��
wj
ajq

��1CA
1
p+q
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2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
aiq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ01; ŝ02; � � � ; ŝ0n)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

 �
wi
ai0p

� wj
aj 0q

!!1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

 �
wi
bi0p

� wj
bj 0q

!!1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci0;cj 0); �smin(di0;dj 0)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Box XV

2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; � � � ; ŝn)

=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Box XVI

�
� nX
i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
ai0p

��
wj
aj 0q

��� 1
p+q

: Then:

�
nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)
� 1
p+q

�
nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

��
wj
ajq

��� 1
p+q

�

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
ai0p
��

wj
aj 0q

��1A 1
p+q

:

Similarly, we also have:
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0@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

��
wj
bjq

��1A 1
p+q

�

0@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1A 1
p+q

0@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

��
wi
bi0p
��

wj
bj 0q
��1A 1

p+q
:

Further, we have:

min (�sc1 ; �sc2 ; : : : ; �scn) � min
�
�s0c1 ; �s0c2 ; : : : ; �s0cn

�
;

min (�sd1 ; �sd2 ; : : : ; �sdn) � min
�
�s0d1
; �s0d2

; : : : ; �s0dn
�
:

Finally, we obtain the relation shown in Box XVII.
That is, 2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ1; ŝ2; ::::; ŝn) �

2DULIWBHMp;q(ŝ01; ŝ02; ::::; ŝ0n).
Thus, the proof of Theorem 6 is completed.

Theorem 7 (boundedness). Let:

ŝj =
��

_saj ; _sbj
�
;
�
�scj ; �sdj

��
(j = 1; 2; : : : ; n)

be a collection of 2DULVs, and:

ŝ� =
��

_smin
j

(aj); _smin
j

(bj)

�
;
�

�smin
j

(cj); �smin
j

(dj)

��
ŝ+ =

��
_smax
j

(aj); _smax
j

(bj)

�
;
�

�smin
j

(cj); �smin
j

(dj)

��
:

Then:

ŝ� � 2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn) � ŝ+: (36)

Proof. Since ŝj � ŝ�, based on Theorems 4 and 6, we
have:

2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn)

� 2DULIWBHMp;q �ŝ�; ŝ�; : : : ; ŝ�� = ŝ�:

Similarly, we also have:

2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn)

� 2DULIWBHMp;q �ŝ+; ŝ+; : : : ; ŝ+� = ŝ+:

Then, we obtain:

ŝ� � 2DULIWBHMp;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn) � ŝ+;

which completes the proof of Theorem 7.
In the following, we will study some particular

cases of the 2DULIWBHMp;q operator with regard to
parameters p and q.

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

 �
wi
a0ip

� wj
a0jq

!!1CCCA
1
p+q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p+q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

 �
wi
b0ip

� wj
b0jq

!!1CCCA
1
p+q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(c0i;c0j); �smin(d0i;d0j)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

Box XVII
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2DULIWBHMp;0 (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn) =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
aip

�
(wj)

�1CCCA
1
p

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

��
wi
bip

�
(wj)

�1CCCA
1
p

3777777777777775
;
�

�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
(37)

Box XVIII

2DULIWBHM1;0 (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn) =

0BBBBBBBBBBBB@

26666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

((wiai )(wj))
1CCCA

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

((wibi )(wj))
1CCCA

37777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (38)

Box XIX

(i) When q ! 0, we can obtain Eq. (37) shown in
Box XVIII;

(ii) When p = 1, q ! 0, we can obtain Eq. (38) shown
in Box XIX;

(iii) When p ! 0, we can obtain Eq. (39) shown in
Box XX;

(iv) When p = q = 1, we can obtain Eq. (40) shown
in Box XXI;

4. A group decision-making approach based on
the 2DULIWBHM operator

In this section, we will apply the 2DULIWBHM oper-
ator to solve the MAGDM problems.

A MAGDM problem with 2DULVs is described
as follows. Suppose that fA1; A2; � � � ; Amg is a set of
alternatives, and fC1; C2; � � � ; Cng is a set of attributes
whose weight vector is w = (w1; w2; � � � ; wn)T with

wj � 0; j = 1; 2; � � � ; n; and
nP
j=1

wj = 1. Further,

2DULIWBHM0;q (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn) =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
q

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wi)

� wj
ajq

��1CCCA
1
q

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
p

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wi)

� wj
bjq

��1CCCA
1
q

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
(39)

Box XX
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2DULIWBHM1;1 (ŝ1; ŝ2; : : : ; ŝn)=

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

2666666666666664
_s 0BBB@ nP

i;j=1
i 6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
2

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wiai )

�wj
aj

��1CCCA
1
2

; _s 0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i6=j

(wiwj)

1CCCA
1
2

0BBB@ nP
i;j=1
i 6=j

�
(wibi )

�wj
bj

��1CCCA
1
2

3777777777777775
;
�
�smin(ci;cj); �smin(di;dj)

�
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:

(40)

Box XXI

suppose thatD = fD1; D2; � � � ; D�g is a set of decision-
makers and ! = (!1; !2; � � � ; !�) is the weight vector

of them with !k � 0 (k = 1; 2; � � � ; �); and
�P
k=1

!k = 1.

Let Ŝk =
�
ŝkij
�
m�n (k = 1; 2; ::::; �) be the decision

matrix of MAGDM problems, where:

ŝkij = ([ _sakij ; _sbkij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ]);

is the evaluation information expressed by the 2DULVs
with respect to alternative Ai for attribute Cj
given by the decision maker Dk, _sakij ; _sbkij 2 SI ,
SI = ( _s0; _s1; ::::; st�1), _sckij ; _sdkij 2 SII , and SII =
( _s0; _s1; ::::; sL�1). Then, the goal of this decision
problem is to rank alternatives.

Based on the 2DULIWBHM operator proposed in
Section 3, we will give its application in the MAGDM
problems and establish the detailed decision-making
process, as shown in the following:

Step 1. Normalize the attribute values. In real
decision making, the attribute values have two types,
i.e., cost attribute and bene�t attribute. In order to
eliminate the di�erences between types, we need to
convert them to the same type. In general, we need
convert cost type to bene�t type. If the attribute
value ŝkij (k = 1; 2; ::::; �) is cost type, it can be
transformed to bene�t one as shown below (suppose
that the transformed attribute value is still expressed
by: ŝkij = ([ _sakij ; _sbkij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ])):

ŝkij =
�

[ _sakij ; _sbkij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ]
�

=

8>>>><>>>>:
([ _sakij ; _sbkij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ])

for bene�t attribute Cj
([ _st�1�bkij ; _st�1�akij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ])

for cost attribute Cj

(41)

Step 2. Aggregate the evaluation information of an
individual decision-maker with collective information
by 2DULIWBHM operator as shown below:

ŝij = 2DULIWBHM
�
ŝ1
ij ; ŝ

2
ij ; ::::; ŝ

�
ij
�

= ([ _saij ; _sbij ][�scij ; �sdij ]): (42)

Step 3. Aggregate the evaluation information of
each attribute with the comprehensive evaluation
value of each alternative by 2DULIWBHM operator
as follows:

ŝi = 2DULIWBHM (ŝi1; ŝi2; ::::; ŝin)

= ([ _sai ; _sbi ][�sci ; �sdi ]): (43)

Step 4. Calculate the expectations E(ŝi) (i =
1; 2; � � � ;m) of the collective overall values ŝi (i =
1; 2; � � � ;m) by Eq. (17).
Step 5. Rank all the alternatives fA1; A2; � � � ; Amg.
Step 6. End.

5. An illustrative example

Example 4. In order to show the application of
the proposed method, an example about the land uti-
lization ratio evaluation of four cities fA1; A2; A3; A4g
is given. There are three decision-makers, Dk =
fk = 1; 2; 3g, who are invited to evaluate the land
utilization ratio of cities according to four attributes
shown as follows: The proportion of building covering
C1, the ratio of vegetation covering C2, the proportion
of tra�c covering C3, and the ratio of the land C4 that
should be developed. Suppose that weight vector of
three decision-makers is ! = (0:4; 0:3; 0:3)T , and the
attribute weight vector is w = (0:25; 0:25; 0:25; 0:25)T .
Decision maker DK gives the evaluation value, ŝkij ,
of city Ai with respect to attribute Cj by uncertain
linguistic variable [ _sakij ; _sbkij ], and then he/she must
also evaluate the credibility of the result [ _sakij ; _sbkij ],
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which is also expressed by uncertain linguistic variable
[�sckij ; �sdkij ] in another dimension. Then, we can achieve
the �nal evaluation result of city Ai with respect to
attribute Cj by decision-maker Dk by the 2DULV
([ _sakij ; _sbkij ][�sckij ; �sdkij ]) (suppose that Class I linguistic
set is SI = ( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4; _s5; _s6), and Class II
linguistic set is SII = ( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4). For example,
decision-maker D1 gives the evaluation value [ _s5; _s5] for
index C1 of city A1; then, he/she gives the reliability
[�s2; �s3] of the evaluation value [ _s5; _s5]; then, the 2DULV
([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) is produced. To evaluate all cities
with respect to all indexes by all decision-makers, three
decision matrices, Ŝk =

�
ŝkij
�
4�4 (k = 1; 2; 3), should be

constructed, which are listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Then, the goal is to rank four cities according to

the land utilization ratio.

5.1. The decision-making steps
To rank the cities, the steps are given as follows:

Step 1. Normalize the attribute values. All the
measured values are of bene�t type; thus, they do
not need to do the standardization.
Step 2. Aggregate the evaluation information of an
individual decision-maker (as shown in Box XXII)
with collective information by 2DULIWBHM oper-
ator expressed in Eq. (42) (without loss of generality,
we suppose that p = q = 1).
Step 3. Aggregate the evaluation information of
each attribute with the comprehensive evaluation
value of each alternative by 2DULIWBHM operator
expressed in Eq. (43) (without loss of generality, we
let p = q = 1):

ŝ1 = ([ _s3:591; _s4:266] [�s2; �s3]) ;

ŝ2 = ([ _s2:893; _s3:623] [�s2; �s2]) ;

ŝ3 = ([ _s2:734; _s3:378] [�s2; �s3]) ;

Ŝ =

0BB@ ([ _s4:644; _s4:644][�s2; �s3])([ _s2:569; _s3:271][�s2; �s2])([ _s3:873; _s4:644][�s2; �s3])([ _s3:830; _s4:855][�s1; �s2])
([ _s3:589; _s4:282][�s2; �s3])([ _s3:359; _s4:190][�s2; �s2])([ _s2:133; _s2:986][�s2; �s3])([ _s2:872; _s3:317][�s1; �s2])
([ _s2:569; _s3:589][�s2; �s3])([ _s3:830; _s4:282][�s2; �s2])([ _s1:773; _s2:171][�s2; �s3])([ _s3:633; _s4:327][�s1; �s2])
([ _s3:576; _s4:450][�s2; �s3])([ _s1:805; _s2:947][�s2; �s2])([ _s1:840; _s2:987][�s2; �s3])([ _s3:589; _s4:282][�s1; �s2])

1CCA :

Box XXII

Table 1. Decision matrix Ŝ1.

C1 C2 C3 C4

A1 ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s4; �s4]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s2])

A2 ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s3]; [�s4; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s2; �s2])

A3 ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s4; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s2])

A4 ([ _s5; _s6]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s1; _s2]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s4; �s4]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s2])

Table 2. Decision matrix Ŝ2.

C1 C2 C3 C4

A1 ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s5; _s6]; [�s3; �s4])

A2 ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s3; �s4])

A3 ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s3; �s4])

A4 ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s1; _s2]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s3; �s4])

Table 3. Decision matrix Ŝ3.

C1 C2 C3 C4

A1 ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s3]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s1; �s2])

A2 ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s1; _s2]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s3; _s3]; [�s1; �s2])

A3 ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s1; _s1]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s1; �s2])

A4 ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s1; �s2])
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ŝ4 = ([ _s2:460; _s3:554] [�s1; �s2]) :

Step 4. Calculate the expectations E (ŝi) (i =
1; 2; 3; 4) of the collective overall values ŝi (i =
1; 2; 3; 4):

E (ŝ1) = 0:409; E (ŝ2) = 0:271;

E (ŝ3) = 0:318; E (ŝ4) = 0:188:

Step 5. Rank the alternatives. Based on De�nition
5, we can rank the alternatives fA1; A2; A3; A4g
shown as follows:
A1 � A3 � A2 � A4:

Therefore, the best alternative is A1.
Step 6. End.

5.2. The inuence of the parameters p and q
on decision making result of this example

In order to demonstrate the inuence of parameters
p and q on decision-making in this example, di�erent
values of p and q in Steps 2 and 3 are used to rank the
alternatives. The ranking results are shown in Table 4.

The ranking results with di�erent parameters p
and q are slightly di�erent; however, the best choice
is always A1 and the worst is A4, indicating that
the 2DULIWBHM operator can reect the decision-
maker's subjective preferences. When p = q, we
can �nd that the ranking of the alternatives is all
the same. In addition, because the score functions
of alternatives become smaller and smaller as the
parameter p and q increase, we can regard parameters p
and q as decision-makers' risk attitude. When decision-

Table 4. Ordering of the alternatives by utilizing di�erent p and q.

Parameters Expectations E (ŝi) Ranking

p = q = 1
2

E (ŝ1) = 0:413; E (ŝ2) = 0:276;
E (ŝ3) = 0:326; E (ŝ4) = 0:193

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = q = 1 E (ŝ1) = 0:409; E (ŝ2) = 0:271,
E (ŝ3) = 0:318; E (ŝ4) = 0:188

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = 2; q = 1 E (ŝ1) = 0:402; E (ŝ2) = 0:262;
E (ŝ3) = 0:301; E (ŝ4) = 0:178

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = 1; q = 2 E (ŝ1) = 0:402; E (ŝ2) = 0:262;
E (ŝ3) = 0:301; E (ŝ4) = 0:178

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = 2; q = 2 E (ŝ1) = 0:402; E (ŝ2) = 0:263;
E (ŝ3) = 0:304; E (ŝ4) = 0:178

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = 1; q = 5 E (ŝ1) = 0:371; E (ŝ2) = 0:218;
E (ŝ3) = 0:217; E (ŝ4) = 0:145

A1 � A2 � A3 � A4

p = 5; q = 1 E (ŝ1) = 0:371; E (ŝ2) = 0:218;
E (ŝ3) = 0:217; E (ŝ4) = 0:145

A1 � A2 � A3 � A4

p = 5; q = 5 E (ŝ1) = 0:386; E (ŝ2) = 0:244;
E (ŝ3) = 0:274; E (ŝ4) = 0:155

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

p = 1; q = 10 E (ŝ1) = 0:329; E (ŝ2) = 0:177;
E (ŝ3) = 0:159; E (ŝ4) = 0:121

A1 � A2 � A3 � A4

p = 10; q = 1 E (ŝ1) = 0:329; E (ŝ2) = 0:177,
E (ŝ3) = 0:159; E (ŝ4) = 0:121

A1 � A2 � A3 � A4

p = 10; q = 10 E (ŝ1) = 0:369; E (ŝ2) = 0:227;
E (ŝ3) = 0:253; E (ŝ4) = 0:139

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4
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makers are optimistic, the small values of parameters
p and q can be adopted, and when decision-makers are
pessimistic, the big values of parameters p and q can
be used. Therefore, in real practical decision-making
situations, decision-makers can choose an appropriate
value in accordance with their risk preferences. When
p � 5 or q � 5 and p 6= q, the ranking changes to
A1 � A2 � A3 � A4.

5.3. The veri�cation of the validity
To prove the e�ectiveness of the improved method in
this paper, the same illustrative example is solved using
the two existing MAGDM methods: the 2-Dimensional
Uncertain Linguistic Weighted Geometric Heronian
Mean (2DULWGHM) operator proposed by Liu and
Chu [46]; 2-Dimensional Uncertain Linguistic Power
Generalized Weighted Aggregation (2DULPGWA) op-
erator proposed by Liu and Yu [20].

For convenience, we let p = q = 1; then, the �nal
ranking orders of the alternatives obtained by these
methods are described in Table 5.

From Table 5, we can �nd that there are the same
ranking results using four methods. Therefore, the
method in this paper is e�ective and feasible.

5.4. Further discussion on the proposed
methods

According to the above subsections, the validity of our
proposed method has been con�rmed. However, it has
been found that they have the same ranking results;
hence, it is di�cult to illustrate the advantages of our
method and the drawbacks of the existing methods in
some situations. Therefore, two examples are given
to show the advantages of our proposed method based

on the 2DULIWBHM operator. These examples are
particular cases of Example 4 given as follows.

Example 5. For easily calculation, the evaluation
information of decision-maker D2 who is invited
to evaluate the land utilization ratio of four cities
fA1; A2; A3; A4g is adopted according to the four
attributes, i.e., the proportion of building covering
C1, the ratio of vegetation covering C2, the propor-
tion of tra�c covering C3, and the ratio of land
C4 that should be developed. Suppose that weight
vector of the attribute is w = (0:25; 0:25; 0:25; 0:25)T .
Decision-maker D2 gives the evaluation value ŝij of
city Ai with respect to attribute Cj , which is ex-
pressed by the 2-dimensional uncertain linguistic vari-
ables (suppose that Class I linguistic set is SI =
( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4; _s5; _s6), and Class II linguistic set is
SII = ( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4). In addition, decision matrices
Ŝ =

�
ŝij
�
4�4 are listed in Table 6, where ŝij can be

expressed as
�

[ _saij ; _sbij ][�scij ; �sdij ]
�

. Then, the goal is
to rank four cities according to the land utilization
ratio.

The ranking results are shown in Table 7, from
which, we can �nd that when p = q = 1, the best
alternative to the proposed method is A3 and other is
A1. We can explain that the ranking result produced
by the proposed method is more reasonable than that
produced by Liu and Chu [46], because the proposed
method considers the e�ects of unreasonable data from
biased decision-makers, such as too high or too low
arguments. In this example, because Class I uncertain
linguistic variable of ŝ12 and ŝ14 is [ _s5; _s6], which are
quite larger than the others. The proposed method can

Table 5. Ranking results by di�erent methods.

Method Aggregation operator Score values S(Zi) Ranking

Liu and Chu [46] 2DULWGHM E (ŝ1) = 0:429; E (ŝ2) = 0:302,
E (ŝ3) = 0:361; E (ŝ4) = 0:221

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

Liu and Yu [20] 2DULPGWA E (ŝ1) = 0:328; E (ŝ2) = 0:177;
E (ŝ3) = 0:159; E (ŝ4) = 0:121

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

Proposed method 2DULIWBHM E (ŝ1) = 0:427; E (ŝ2) = 0:298;
E (ŝ3) = 0:356; E (ŝ4) = 0:216

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

Table 6. Decision matrix Ŝ of Example 5.

C1 C2 C3 C4

A1 ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s5; _s6]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s5; _s6]; [�s1; �s2])
A2 ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s1; �s2])
A3 ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s1; �s2])
A4 ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s3; �s4]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s1; �s2])
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Table 7. Ranking results by di�erent methods for Example 5.

Method by Aggregation operator Expected values E (ŝi) Ranking

Liu and Chu [46] 2DULWGHM (p = q = 1) E (ŝ1) = 0:4837; E (ŝ2) = 0:2941;
E (ŝ3) = 0:4748; E (ŝ4) = 0:2662

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4

Proposed method 2DULIWBHM (p = q = 1) E (ŝ1) = 0:4653; E (ŝ2) = 0:2711;
E (ŝ3) = 0:4657; E (ŝ4) = 0:2608

A3 � A1 � A2 � A4

better process this type of decision problem and relieve
the e�ects of unreasonable data, while the method
of Liu and Chu [46] cannot eliminate the e�ect of
extreme cases; thus, the ranking result produced by
the proposed method is more reasonable than the result
produced by the method of Liu and Chu [46].

Example 6. Similar to Example 5, the evaluation
results of decision-maker D3 who is invited to evaluate
the land utilization ratio of four cities fA1; A2; A3; A4g
are adopted according to the four attributes: the
proportion of building covering C1, the ratio of vege-
tation covering C2, the proportion of tra�c covering
C3, and the ratio of the land C4 that should be
developed. Suppose that weight vector of the attribute
is w = (0:25; 0:25; 0:25; 0:25)T . Decision-maker D3
gives evaluation value, ŝij , of city Ai with respect to
attribute Cj , which is expressed by the 2-dimensional
uncertain linguistic variables. Suppose that Class I
linguistic set is SI = ( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4; _s5; _s6) and Class
II linguistic set is SII = ( _s0; _s1; _s2; _s3; _s4). In addition,
decision matrices Ŝ =

�
ŝij
�
4�4 are listed in Table 8,

where ŝij can be expressed as
�

[ _saij ; _sbij ][�scij ; �sdij ]
�

.
Then, the goal is to rank the four cities according to
the land utilization ratio.

The ranking results are shown in Table 9, from

which we can �nd that the best alternative of the
proposed method is A1 and the other is A3. Obviously,
these two methods can relieve the e�ect of unreasonable
data, such as too high or too low data given by
biased decision-makers; however, the only di�erence
between them is that the proposed method can also
consider the relationship of attributes. In real decision-
making problems, it is common that there is the
relationship among attributes. Therefore, the proposed
method in this paper is more reasonable than that
proposed by Liu et al. [20]. In this example, there is
the interrelationship among four attributes; therefore,
the ranking result produced by the proposed method
is more reasonable than the result produced by the
method of Liu and Yu [20].

According to the above analysis, the comparison
of the proposed method based on 2DULIWBHM oper-
ator with the other methods can be described as follows
(see Table 10):

1. Compared with the method in [46] based on the
2DULWGHM operator, we can �nd that these two
methods adopt the same operational rules which
are more accurate in operations. At the same time,
these two methods all consider the interrelationship
for input arguments. However, the method in [46]
cannot consider the case when the given arguments

Table 8. Decision matrix Ŝ of Example 6.

C1 C2 C3 C4

A1 ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s1; �s2])

A2 ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s1; _s2]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s3; _s3]; [�s1; �s2])

A3 ([ _s3; _s4]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s5; _s5]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s4]; [�s1; �s2])

A4 ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s3]) ([ _s2; _s3]; [�s2; �s2]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s3; �s3]) ([ _s4; _s5]; [�s1; �s2])

Table 9. Ranking results by di�erent methods for Example 6.

Method by Aggregation operator Expected values E (ŝi) Ranking

Liu and Yu [20] 2DULPGWA E (ŝ1) = 0:4676; E (ŝ2) = 0:2790;
E (ŝ3) = 0:4678; E (ŝ4) = 0:2167

A3 � A1 � A2 � A4

Proposed method 2DULIWBHM (p = q = 1) E (ŝ1) = 0:4632; E (ŝ2) = 0:2317;
E (ŝ3) = 0:4424; E (ŝ4) = 0:2033

A1 � A3 � A2 � A4
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Table 10. The comparisons of di�erent methods.

Methods by
Whether considers
interrelationship of

two attributes

Whether considers
the e�ect from too high
or too low arguments

Liu and Chu [46] Yes No
Liu and Yu [20] No Yes
2DULIWBHM Yes Yes

have a great di�erence; in other words, it cannot
eliminate the e�ects of unreasonable data from
biased decision-makers. For instance, if the given
data are too high or too low, it cannot achieve the
reasonable result. Obviously, the proposed method
is more exible and general to solve the MAGDM
problems than the method proposed by Liu and
Chu [46].

2. Compared with the method in [20] based on the
2DULPGWA operator, the two methods both can
deal with the problems about unreasonable data
given by biased decision-makers. However, the
attributes are independent in the method proposed
in [20], and the interrelationship between them
is not considered. In many times, there exists
much relevance between the given arguments. The
proposed method in this paper can easily solve
this problem with di�erent parameters p and q
using BM; thus, our method is more exible and
reasonable than the method in [20].

According to the comparisons and analyses above,
our method can combine the advantages of the two
methods e�ciently. In other words, the proposed
method based on the 2DULIWBHM operator in this
paper is better than the other existing methods for
aggregating the 2DULVs. Of course, there is a short-
coming in the proposed method, i.e., it is more complex
in the calculation process than the method in [20].

6. Conclusion

Because 2DULVs can express fuzzy information better,
this study extended the Bonferroni Mean (BM) oper-
ator to 2DULVs and proposed the 2-Dimensional Un-
certain Linguistic Weighted Bonferroni Mean (2DUL-
WBM). However, it cannot consider the case when the
given arguments are too high or too low. Therefore,
the 2DULWBM was combined with harmonic mean to
solve this problem. Then, some of their desirable char-
acteristics, such as idempotency, monotonicity, bound-
edness, and commutativity, were discussed. Further,
some particular cases of these operators were analyzed,
and a method was proposed for the MAGDM based
on the 2DULIWBHM operators. Compared with the
existing methods, the proposed method is more general

than some existing methods. The signi�cant advan-
tages of the proposed method include (1) capturing the
interrelationship among the input arguments that have
the exibility with Bonferroni mean parameters p; q
and (2) considering the case when the given arguments
are too high or too low. For future studies, it is
necessary and signi�cant to apply these operators to
solve the real decision-making problems such as fuzzy
cluster analysis, uncertain programming, etc.
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